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 ‘Privileged’ 

I feel privileged to be able to enjoy and share the great masterpieces of 
the past few centuries. It is like a never-ending journey of discovery. In 
my teenage years there was certainly much satisfaction in conquering 
seemingly impossible technical obstacles and saying “I’ve played the 
Rach 3’!” 

Favourite composer? 

 It’s difficult to single any composers out as they’re not comparable. I 
certainly love Chopin and Rachmaninoff, but adore Bach and am a key 
admirer of Beethoven. 

For me Bach is as close to perfection as possible, the perfect union 
between logic and expression, and the precursor to so many styles that 
emerged centuries later eg jazz, serialism etc. 

Earliest memory involving piano playing? 

 My first music lesson at age 10, and shortly thereafter my first concert 
playing Bach’s Aria in d minor and Beethoven’s Sonatina in G. 

Proudest Moment ... 

Although there have been some great memories, wonderful concerts and 
winning some competitions, I am most proud of the Chopin Scherzi CD 
I recorded last year. For me it represents a fulfilment of a level of piano 
playing of which I always believed I was capable. 



The most important qualities in a great pianist? 

A great pianist possesses a seemingly infinite palette of colours, touch 
and articulation. He/she can transform the piano into an orchestra, and 
create a beautiful singing tone that matches the human voice. He/she 
can plumb the depths/emotions behind the written notes, and the 
silences between them. Most importantly, he/she must reach the higher 
realms of expression, and take the listener along with them into these 
other worlds. An incredible technical facility is a given. Without these 
elements, a piano recital can become a rather bland and boring affair. 

The biggest challenge  overcome in piano playing 

Technically, allowing the body complete freedom of movement. Giving 
music time to breathe and project – too often what one plays and feels is 
not what the listener hears or the microphone picks up. 

“Jonathan Oshry tastefully opened the evening with Bach's A minor 
English Suite with a flighty, zestful performance that was well-shaped 
and controlled...“ – review of Wigmore Hall performance 
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